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Chapter 1 : MRI - Biopsy - MR-TIP: Database
Hybrid Imaging Guidance S ystem For Biopsy of the Breast Cameron Piron Masters of Science Depart ment of Medical
Biophysics University of Toronto Abstract A novel system for O btaining biopsy samples of lesions detected using
contrat -enhanced magnet ic.

With other innovations including automated image acquisition, sophisticated targeting software, and an
advanced ergonomic design, the Affirm is poised to expand the horizons of breast biopsy. The Affirm breast
biopsy guidance system brings new levels of performance to upright interventional procedures. When the
exposure switch is pressed, the x-ray tube automatically moves to the correct position to expedite image
acquisition and reduce procedure time. Fully integrated user interface All activities are performed on the
Selenia Dimensions Acquisition Workstation, providing easy to use, intuitive controls and simplified
workflow. Accurate and efficient targeting Cartesian targeting software removes guesswork and provides
visual feedback of needle placement. Our advanced detector provides superb image quality. Our paddles are
designed with biopsy in mind. Crystal clear, smooth-edged paddles offer greater patient comfort, enhanced
breast tissue grip, and a full field of view. These exclusive features ensure that Selenia Dimensions with
Affirm will meet all your patient needs. Easily transportable, the Affirm is especially convenient for centers
using multiple Selenia Dimensions, as it can be licensed for use with more than one gantry. The biopsy control
module can be positioned on either side of the Affirm, ensuring optimal access. Touch screen controls and
simplified user interface offer added efficiency during procedures. A Revolution in Breast Biopsy Affirm is a
next-generation biopsy guidance system that allows you to perform interventional procedures under the same
modality as diagnostic procedures. Benefits A fully integrated solution optimized for Selenia Dimensions that
minimizes procedure steps and simplifies workflow. Intuitive user interface driven by the Selenia Dimensions
acquisition workstation for enhanced ease of use. Advanced ergonomic and lightweight design for quick and
easy transition from diagnostic to interventional procedures under the same imaging modality. Compatibility
with a wide array of biopsy devices for greater convenience. A complete solution for screening, diagnostic,
and interventional procedures. The Company operates four core business units focused on breast health,
diagnostics, GYN surgical, and skeletal health. With a comprehensive suite of technologies and a robust
research and development program, Hologic is committed to improving lives. The Company is headquartered
in Massachusetts. Hologic employs approximately 5, employees worldwide.
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Chapter 2 : Brilliant Invention! Vanguard System For Better Breast Cancer Detection
A Hybrid Breast Biopsy System Combining this hybrid guidance biopsy technique in a breast tissue mimicking the MR
imaging system accepts the tabletop as if it were the original. As seen in.

A Case Study Positron emission mammography helps verify that targeted tissues are sampled These photos
compare the screening mammogram and the diagnostic PEM. Image-guided percutaneous vacuum-assisted
core biopsy plays a crucial role in the initial diagnosis and subsequent pre-surgical planning of women with
breast cancer. Stereotactic X-rays, ultrasonography and magnetic resonance imaging MRI have been used to
guide biopsies. The choice of the imaging modality used is typically based on the modality that visualizes the
lesion best, the size and location of the target lesion, and equipment availability. Functional imaging with
positron emission tomography PET using fluorodeoxyglucose FDG has an advantage in that it relies on
differences in cellular metabolic activity. One could then hypothesize that if this form of molecular imaging
achieved high enough spatial resolution, it could be used to guide the tissue sampling and may allow for a
more reliable sampling of viable tumor tissue. Positron emission mammography PEM , a high-resolution
breast PET scanner, relies on differences in glucose metabolism to identify breast cancers from normal breast
cells. Using PEM, we have an opportunity to find cancers at an even earlier stage than that detected with
breast MRI, and we may even have the opportunity to find atypia because it changes cellular metabolism prior
to the advent of neoangiogenesis. PEM has been shown in recently published prospective data to have similar
sensitivity and superior specificity to breast MRI. It uses plates that house detectors which are able to mimic
mammographic views and permit imaging in the CC and MLO projections, as well as visualization of the
axilla with mere gentle immobilization. This necessary additional tool allows biopsy of lesions down to 1. The
biopsy procedure is similar to an upright stereotactic biopsy, with the patient seated with her head resting on
the paddle. In our experience, this procedure seems to be well-tolerated by patients, particularly if they are
claustrophobic, kyphotic or otherwise contraindicated for MRI. After the procedure is completed, specimens
are imaged to confirm uptake above level of background with immediate feedback that biopsy has been
successful. This is unlike MRI biopsy, where we are required to wait for final pathologic diagnosis by the
pathologist to determine concordance. A year-old post-menopausal woman presented for routine screening
mammogram. Bilateral mammography showed scattered fibro-glandular densities. A targeted ultrasound
failed to identify the lesion. A biopsy under stereotactic guidance was recommended. The pathology from the
stereotactic biopsy was benign glandular tissue, which was thought to be discordant. In addition, the patient
suffered a large hematoma. A delayed right breast needle-localized excisional biopsy of the tissue marker was
performed after resolution of the hematoma and development of two new areas of fat necrosis. In addition, a 9
mm oval lesion of intense FDG uptake was identified contiguous with the inferior aspect of the biopsy cavity
consistent with suspected malignancy. Two adjacent areas of mild FDG uptake were consistent in location and
activity with areas of fat necrosis seen mammographically. The patient then underwent one of the first
PET-guided breast biopsies as part of a clinical trial. The four-scan biopsy process typically takes about 20
minutes. The Stereo Navigator targets the lesion in three dimensions. Two biopsy passes were made to ensure
adequate sampling. The biopsy cores were imaged on the PEM scanner and showed high levels of FDG
uptake, confirming that the lesion had been accurately sampled, similar to how calcifications are imaged using
stereotactic methods. Histopathology of the core biopsy found Grade III infiltrating ductal carcinoma, finally,
concordant pathology. The patient was referred for definitive surgical excision. Final surgical pathology
showed residual high-grade intraductal carcinoma. It also demonstrates the accuracy of PEM-guided biopsy to
localize, target and verify that targeted tissues have been sampled.
Chapter 3 : Affirm - Breast Biopsy - Mammography - Solutions - Christie Innomed
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Breast biopsy and lesion localization were performed with gadolinium-enhanced magnetic resonance (MR) imaging
guidance, with use of a stereotaxic biopsy system consisting of a flexible circular surface coil with an acrylic cylinder as
an add-on guidance device.

Chapter 4 : Positional calibration of an ultrasound image-guided robotic breast biopsy system | Read by Qx
Image-guided percutaneous vacuum-assisted core biopsy plays a crucial role in the initial diagnosis and subsequent
pre-surgical planning of women with breast cancer. Stereotactic X-rays, ultrasonography and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) have been used to guide biopsies.

Chapter 5 : Decubitus Breast Imaging (DBI) Table | Hologic
has two lesions in the right breast and is undergoing an ultrasound guided biopsy - code (1st lesion) and (2nd lesion). If
two lesions are biopsied using different imaging modalities either in the 2.

Chapter 6 : Breast Biopsy Systems | Imaging Technology News
Offering a multi-plane view of breast tissue, the Vanguard System depends on AEGIS software coupled with Sentinelle's
proprietary software, called BReast Imaging and Guidance Help Tool (BRIGHTÂ®) to make very high resolution,
real-time, three-dimensional images of breast tissue, so that accurate detection of lesions, biopsy procedures, and.

Chapter 7 : AffirmÂ® Prone Breast Biopsy System from Hologic | Hologic Affirm Prone Brand Site
Abstract: System design and initial phantom accuracy results for a novel biopsy system integrating both magnetic
resonance (MR) and ultrasound (US) imaging modalities are presented. A phantom experiment was performed to
investigate the efficacy of this hybrid guidance biopsy technique in a breast.

Chapter 8 : Stereotactic biopsy - Wikipedia
dard for breast screening, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is extremely sensitive to cancer in the breast with
sensitivity rates pooling around 90% and is therefore indicated in high risk patients (2,3).

Chapter 9 : PET-Guided Breast Biopsy: A Case Study | Imaging Technology News
The Affirm prone breast biopsy system delivers faster, more comfortable procedures by increasing automation, providing
superior imaging and giving Â° access to the breast, creating a better experience for patients and providers. 1 For
detailed product information, please visit www.nxgvision.com
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